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ADHHA Roadster Weanling Type:
The Roadster weanling’s Appearance should be attractive with a show horse attitude and have a refined 
head with a broad forehead,  large nostrils, and shallow mouth. He should have smart, well-placed ears and 
a fine throat latch. Neck is fine but muscular and shows depth through the chest. Head should be carried  
high and upright with a hinge at the poll.  The Roadster weanling should be a good full-made foal with re-
fined solid legs, powerful shoulder, and hindquarters. The Roadster weanling is shown with a full mane and 
tail. The trot should be strong and balanced. A correct way  of moving with balance off all four legs is most 
important, rolling from the shoulder, bending at the knees and flexing of the hocks to create a balanced two-
beat trot. Long sprawling action or a labored way of moving in front is to be penalized as well as dragging 
or trailing hind legs or mixing/pacey gaits. Excessive suspension or hanging of the hocks is to be extremely 
penalized. The Roadster weanling shouls exhibit the ability to trot at speed while maintaining form.

ADHHA Roadster Weanling Presentation:  
Foals are to enter the arena at a walk and walk toward the judges with foals being led with or without the 
mothers. After conformation evaluation, foals will be turned loose, with their mothers on a lead, moving in 
a clockwise direction, being evaluated in a trot.  All foals will receive a score sheet, scored for conformation, 
movement and roadster type.

RULES:
 A)   Foals MUST BE ADHHA Registered. 
 B)   Bring your foal to the ADHHA Keuring to be evaluated and scored according to Keuring
        Rules and Regulations.
 C)   If your foal scores 81 or more points, it is eligible for the $5,000 ADHHA Weanling 
        Roadster Type Breeder’s Award.
 D)   If multiple foals score over 81, the $5,000 reward will be divided equally. 
       Scores are subject to change, but not without sufficient notice.            

Committee:
Aquilla King - 765-489-5380
Dennis Hochstetler - 260-463-2518
Myron Yoder - myron@npec.team
Ray Slabaugh - 440-667-6622
Allen Raber - allenraber@mulletcabinet.com
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